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It has been claimed that French has two means of prosodic focalization: a) the displacement of 

the nuclear pitch accent (NPA) from the sentence edge to the right edge of the focused 

constituent and b) the intensification of the initial rise ([1], [2]). NPA displacement triggers 

deaccentuation to the right. While these two means are arguably independent, it has been 

observed that they may co-occur (bilateral marking of focus in [1]). Here, we present acoustic 

results supporting the observation. 

The corpus consists of answers to broad or partial questions bearing on the object, elicited 

from eighteen speakers. They all have the same pattern V (subject clitic+verb), O (Object), A 

(adverbial) see (1) below: 

(1) [J’ai visionné]V [les videos]O [la nuit dernière.]A “I screened the videos last night” 

60% of the answers to partial questions bearing on the object and 30% of the answers to broad 

questions show a deaccented post-focal adverbial A signaling NPA displacement. To discover 

the predictors of postfocal deaccentuation, we run a logistic regression analysis using the 

acoustic measures as predictors and the presence/absence of deaccentuation as the dependent 

variable. Deaccentuation was determined by the first author using auditory cues confirmed by 

visual inspection showing a flat F0 plateau in the lower part of the speaker pitch range. 

 

 
Figure 1. Waveform, spectrogram, f0 contour, syntactic structure of an answer with an accented A (higher panel) 

and of an answer with a deaccented A (lower panel). The syllables si bearing the initial rise and sf bearing the 

final pitch accent within the Object O have their beginning and end localized in the lower tier of each panel. 



Mean duration, mean F0, F0 span (F0maximum-F0minimum) and mean intensity were 

measured for V, O. They were also measured for the first syllable of the content word of O –si 

: generally hosting the initial rise  – and the last syllable of O – sf : bearing the pitch accent. 

We reduced expected correlations among the predictors: 1) All measures were normalized by 

speaker; 2) Two clusters of correlated measures (first cluster: OF0mean and sfF0mean; 

second cluster: OF0span and sfF0span) were identified by computing the Spearman 

correlation index between all the possible pairs of normalized measures; 3) For each cluster, a 

Principal Component Analysis yielded two principal components (henceforth PCs), 

explaining the total variance of the normalized measures. 

A new dataset was built with the four principal components obtained and the predictors, 

which did not belong to either of the two clusters. The resulting model showed the following 

statistically reliable effects: a) siF0mean and siF0span increases when deaccented A is present 

(p<0.05 in both cases); b) The first PC of the cluster including OF0mean and sfF0mean values 

is smaller in utterances presenting deaccented A (p<0.01) – Since OF0mean and sfF0mean are 

both positively correlated with the first PC, this means that these two variables decrease when 

deaccented A is present – c) O Duration is smaller for utterances containing deaccented A 

(p<0.01). 

Thus, in answers showing a deaccented post-focal sequence, the focal constituent has (a) a 

higher and wider initial rise, (b) a smaller F0mean – because the pitch on the final accented 

syllable is lower –, (c) a shorter duration. Moreover, (d) F0 mean is not lowered on the 

prefocal constituent V. 

Result (a) shows an intensification of initial rises on the focused Object when the postfocal 

constituent is deaccented: this could be explained by more occurrences and/or “emphatic” 

realization of the initial rise. This suggests that information narrow focus favors the use of 

double marking: on the left and right edge of the focused phrase O. Compared with results 

obtained with contrastive focus in [3] and [4]: (a) and (b) confirm that pitch is higher in focal 

constituent O but show that the initial rise is responsible for it, not the final pitch accent; (d) 

shows that, contrary to contrastive focus, information focus sentences present no pre-focal 

pitch compression. To be confirmed, such differences should be tested through a systematic 

comparison in a dedicated experiment: this would be the matter of future work. 
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